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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (sensor networks
for short) have recently gained large popularity in both
academy and industry. These networks of small, often
battery powered, sensors can be placed where wired
infrastructure is too expensive or impossible to deploy.
A sensor network typically consists of a lot of nodes; some
nodes might be more advanced in capabilities than others.

In this paper we propose and evaluate algorithms for
placement of routers in a sensor network. The proposed
algorithms compute placement of routers in an efficient
and reasonably fast way.

There are two major requirements on placement of
router nodes. First, a placement must guarantee con-
nectivity, i.e. every sensor node in the network must be
able to communicate through routers with a predefined
computer-connected gateway node. Second, a placement
must provide robust communication in the case of router
failures. That is, if one router breaks down or runs out of
power, all sensor nodes must still be able to communicate
with the gateway node. This can be achieved by placing
redundant routers that increase the number of possible
routes in the network. Both requirements should be met
by placing as few routers as possible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are a relatively new class
of networks and have recently gained large popularity
and interest in both academy and industry. These net-
works of small, often battery powered, sensors can be
placed where traditional wired sensor infrastructure is
too expensive, too difficult or even impossible to deploy.
Currently the major use for these kinds of networks is
expected to be monitoring and control of for example a
home or a building.

Recent advances in techniques for wireless networking
and electronics has made it possible to build cheap and
power efficient wireless sensor nodes. Typically, a sensor
network consists of a lot of nodes some of them might
be more advanced in capabilities than others. One key

feature in most of sensor networks is a self organizing
ad-hoc network architecture. This means that a sensor
network is capable to automatically add new units as they
appear and likewise remove non operational units. The
property of self-organization makes the network robust
and fault tolerant, providing that there are enough redun-
dant nodes available to keep the network operational and
connected in the case of node failures.

In this article, we consider heterogeneous wireless
sensor networks built of three types of nodes distin-
guished by their sensing and communication capabilities:
(i) ordinary sensor nodes capable to communicate only
with router nodes; (ii) router nodes which do not sense,
are used for routing of messages, and can communicate
with any other nodes; (iii) gateway nodes or computer-
connected sink nodes which are capable to communicate
with routers. Typically, a router node is a more expensive
device that requires more memory and computing per-
formance than a sensor node in order to implement the
network protocol. Typically, a router node has a larger
battery and consumes more energy than a sensor node.

To be operational a wireless sensor network must
fulfill some major requirements that we briefly review
below. Firstly, the network must providesensing cover-
agedefined as follows. Each sensor has asensing range
that defines an area which the node can sense. An area
of interest (or the area of deployment of the network)
is fully covered by the network if every location within
the area of interest is within sensing range of at least
one sensor [10], [5], [13]. For a homogeneous network1,
given the area of deploymentAd and the sensing range
of a sensorAs, one can calculate an approximate number
(or a lower bound for the number) of nodes needed to
cover the deployment area asn = Ad

As

assuming that the
entire deployment area needs to be covered.

1In a homogeneous network all nodes have the same capabilities.
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The sensing coverage property is a necessary, but not
sufficient property of an ad-hoc sensor network to be
operational because in most of cases the network must
also provideconnectivity, i.e. each sensor should be able
to communicate (via routers) with a sink node. In other
words, connectivity is the property whether messages
can be transported between a pair of nodes. Each node
of a wireless sensor network (a sensor, a router, or
a gateway) has acommunication rangethat the node
can communicate within2. Even if a deployed network
covers the entire area of interest it might be not fully
connected. As shown in [13], given a communication
rangeRc and the sensing rangeRs of the nodes in a
homogeneous sensor network, a fully covered convex
region is connected ifRc ≥ 2Rs.

The third important requirement of a sensor network is
reliability (or robustness) that depends on many factors
such as node failures, node lifetime and communication
problems. A general approach to improving network reli-
ability in sensing coverage and connectivity is to deploy
redundant sensors and routers. Redundancy increases the
cost of deployment but on the other hand reduces the
cost of maintenance as a failed node does not need to be
replaced immediately. With a low level of redundancy,
the network might fail if only one node fails, whereas
with a high level of redundancy, the network might still
operate as intended with a couple (several) failed nodes.

In this article we consider a problem of placing
routers in a given wireless sensor network and propose
algorithms of router placement with some redundancy
that allows improving reliability of the network in terms
of connectivity assuming that the sensor network pro-
vides full sensing coverage. In other words, given a
deployed wireless sensor network, the problem is to find
a redundant placement of as few routers as possible,
while still fulfilling the following requirements:

• Full connectivity. All sensors must be able to
communicate with a certain predefined computer-
connected node (a sink node) or a gateway node.

• Configurable redundancy for robustness. There
must be a configurable least number of possible
routes from every sensor node to the gateway.

• Placement constraints. Router nodes cannot be
placed anywhere, some placements are impossible.

When developing the placement algorithms, we focus
on improving reliability of the network and do not con-

2By analogy to the termsensing coverage, connectivity can be also
termed ascommunication coveragethat indicates whether a sensor
is within communication range of a router.

sider the performance properties such as data throughput
and/or data propagation delay (latency). As redundant
router placement increases the number of possible routes
in the network, we can expect that redundancy may affect
the network performance. While still being of big impor-
tance for the QoS, considering network performance is
outside of the scope of this paper.

A. Some Related Work

The issues of building sensor networks that provide
full coverage and connectivity have arisen not only in
the area of wireless sensor networks but in several other
areas such as cellular networks and ad-hoc networks,
as know as Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). The
difference between a wireless sensor network and an or-
dinary mobile ad-hoc network is that the latter is usually
built upon “over deployment” of network nodes in order
to achieve full and reliable coverage and connectivity,
that is a typical MANET includes redundant nodes.
An example of such an ad-hoc network is “The Grid
Roofnet” presented in [1]. Some analysis of designs of
redundant mesh networks is made in [4].

One of the major issues to be considered when build-
ing a wireless sensor network is to optimize energy
consumption in the network by different approaches
to power saving such as active/sleep mode, optimizing
communication by, for example, using adaptive energy-
efficient transmission rate and/or optimizing placement
of relay/router nodes [7]. The problem of optimizing
(redundant) router placement in wireless networks has
been received much attention and is still of big interest in
both academia and industry. It has been shown that find-
ing optimal placement is terms of connectivity, energy
consumption and reliability is an NP problem. Different
heuristic approaches have been proposed such as the one
based on, so called, a General Physical Layer Model,
presented in [12] and a heuristic approach to relay
placement proposed in [6]. Some previous related work
has been done in studying (optimal) relay placement in
energy-constrained wireless sensor networks in which
sensors communicate collected data to a sink node via
relay nodes. The typical problem studied is to find an
(optimal) placement of relay nodes in a given sensor
network to improve a given utility function, such as to
maximize and to balance the amount of data gathered
from sensors given node lifetime and communication
cost. In [11], the author has specified a number of
simplified relay placement problems and has shown that
the problems of finding optimal solutions and even ap-
proximate solutions are NP-hard. Nevertheless, this theo-



retical observation does not prevent from using heuristic
approaches to optimizing replay placement. A heuristic
algorithm to optimizing relay placement as a solution
to the problem of balanced data gathering in multi-
hop wireless sensor networks is presented in [2]. The
balanced data gathering problem is to obtain a routing
solution that maximizes the amount of data received
at a sink node and also guarantees that all sensors
communicate a required minimum amount of data to
the sink node. This problem is another formulation of
the optimizing router placement problem to achieve full
coverage and connectivity in energy-constrained wireless
sensor networks. In this paper, we have proposed and
studied a set of computationally efficient (polynomial)
algorithms for both non-redundant and redundant router
placement in wireless sensor networks. The major re-
quirements to solutions obtained with these algorithms
are full connectivity and a required level of redundancy.

II. ROUTER PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

In this section we design and present a set of al-
gorithms of placement of routers in a given sensor
network that consists of sensors and gateway (sink)
nodes. As already mentioned, we assume that a sensor
can communicate only with routers or a (sink) gateway
node, whereas a router can communicate with any other
node. We also assume that each node (sensor, router,
and gateway) is given its communication range. The
problem is to place as few routers as possible to provide
connectivity between each sensor node and its predefined
gateway (sink) node. For each algorithm presented we
assess its complexity and the number of routers it places.

A. Non-Redundant Router Placement

First, we present a set of non-redundant router place-
ment algorithms that might still place unnecessary (re-
dundant) nodes deployed for the sake of connectivity
rather than for reliability. Next, we present a set of
redundant router placement algorithms which introduce
some redundancy to improve reliability of the network.

1) Trivial Router Placement:The trivial way of plac-
ing routers in a given sensor network is to place routers
within communication range from each other on straight
line from a sensor to its gateway for each and every
sensor as shown in Figure 1. Such trivial placement
provide exclusive route from each sensor to the gateway.

Thetrivial placement algorithmis shown in Algorithm
1. The algorithm is fairly straightforward: Given com-
munication range of nodes, unless the sensor is already
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Fig. 1. Trivial placement of routers. (Communication rangeof
routers is shown with dotted circles.)

within reach of the gateway node, place router nodes
along a straight line from the sensor to the gateway.

The complexity of the trivial placement algorithm is
O(nsdm), wherens is the number of sensors anddm is
the maximum distance from any sensor to the gateway.
This expression is obtained based on the following ob-
servation: For each sensor (O(ns)), the two coordinates
of a router are computed and the router is deployed, until
the router is within communication range of the gateway
node (O(dm) iterations). In similar way, we can show
that the number of routers placed isO(nsdm).

Algorithm ”Trivial Router Placement Algorithm”
Input: List of Sensor NodesS, Gatewayg
Output: List of Router NodesR

for each sensors in S

if distance(s, g) > s.range

deploy routerr at distances.range from s towardsg

addr to R

if distance(r, g) < r.range

continue
while distance(r, g) > r.range

deploy routerrtmp at distancer.range from r towardsg

r ← rtmp

addr to R

return R

Algorithm 1: Trivial placement algorithm.

2) Trivial Placement Reusing Routers:In it easy to
see that the trivial algorithm places large number of
redundant routers. For example, in the placement shown
in Fig.1 either the router 2 or the router 4 can be
removed and the resulting configuration still satisfies
the connectivity requirement. The algorithm can be en-
hanced to reduce the number of unnecessary routers
by reusing already deployed routers when making a
placement decision. The idea is to place routers that
connect a sensor node to the nearest already deployed
router connected to the gateway as illustrated in Fig.2.

The trivial reuse algorithmbased on reuse of already
deployed routers is shown in Algorithm 2. First, the
algorithm sorts sensors according to their distance to the
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Fig. 2. Enhanced trivial placement of routers in which sensor nodes
are connected to the closest already connected router node.

gateway node. Next, it connects a sensor that is closest
to the gateway with a straight line of as few routers as
possible. Then, the next closest sensor is connected to
the closest already connected router or to the gateway if
the latter is closer to the target sensor; and so on.

Algorithm ”Place Routers Using Deployed Routers”
Input: List of Sensor NodesS, Gatewayg
Output: List of Router NodesR

for each sensors in S

if distance(s, g) > s.range

for each routerrdeployed in R

if distance(rdeployed, s) < distance(rselected, s)
rselected ← rdeployed

if distance(s, rselected) > s.range

deploy routerr at distances.range from s towardsrselected

addr to R

if distance(r, rselected) < r.range

continue
while distance(r, rselected) > r.range

deploy routerrtmp at distancer.range from r towardsrselected

r ← rtmp

addr to R

return R

Algorithm 2: Trivial reuse algorithm.

The trivial reuse algorithm is slower than the trivial
algorithm, as the former requires searching through
all already placed routers for every sensor to connect.
Nevertheless, we can expect that in a network with
many sensor nodes, the trivil reuse algorithm places less
number of routers than the trivial algorithm.

For a small number of sensors the number of routers
placed by the trivial reuse algorithm isO(nsd

2
m ), where

dm is the maximum distance from the gateway node to
any sensor andns is the number of sensors; however
with increasing number of (already connected) sensors
the number of placed routers asymptotically becomes
O(d 2

m ) when the area of deployment is saturated with
already placed routers. The area is saturated with routers
when for each sensor to be connected there is always at
least one route to the gateway through already deployed
routers. Thus, the trivial reuse algorithm, which deploys
in the best caseO(d 2

m ) routers, is better scalable than

the trivial placement algorithm, which deploysO(nsdm)
routers: If the number of sensors increases on the fixed
deployment area, the trivial reuse algorithm places less
number of routers than the trivial algorithm.

The complexity of the trivial reuse algorithm is
O(nsnr), where ns is the number of sensors andnr

is the number of routers. Using thatnr is O(nsd
2

m )
or O(d 2

m ), the complexity of the trivial reuse algorithm
can be expressed asO(n 2

s d 2
m ) andO(nsd

2
m ) when the

area of deployment is saturated with routers.
3) Cluster Router Placement:The complexity of the

router placement algorithm can be further improved by
clustering sensors and connecting clusters as described
below. The idea is to find groups (clusters) of closely
positioned sensors and cover groups by routers instead
of covering each sensor separately. Sensors in a cluster
are within the communication range of a router and
can be covered by (connected to) the same router. The
covered clusters can be then connected with each other to
provide full connectivity of the network. Fig. 3 illustrates
clustering of sensors and covering the clusters by routers.

(a) Sensor placement (b) Clustered sensors

Fig. 3. Finding Clusters of Sensors

The router placement algorithm based on clustering
(further we call it thecluster algorithm) consists of two
steps: (1) clustering of sensors based on communication
ranges and covering each cluster by a router(s) so that all
sensors are within communication range of the router; (2)
connecting the routers using the trivial reuse algorithm
(Algorithm 2) applied to the routers placed on the first
step rather than to sensors. The first step is performed as
follows: For every sensors, find three closest neighbors
and add them to the cluster, to whichs belongs, if
the neighbors are within a predefined distance from
the sensor; if a sensor node belongs to more than one
cluster, the clusters are merged into one cluster. The
cluster algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3 (Note that
the cluster algorithm uses thesave tree algorithmshown
in Algorithm 4). The cluster algorithm is a modification
of the algorithm described in [8].

It’s easy to see that the complexity of the clustering
algorithm isO(n 2

s ) (wherens is the number of sensor
nodes) because each sensor is inspected for clustering
with all other sensors. If we then use the algorithm in



Algorithm ”Find Clusters of Nodes”
Input: List of Sensor NodesS
Output: List of ClustersC

for each sensors in S

for each sensorn in S

if distance(s, n) < s.range

addn to s.neighbors if closer than any other neighbor
(replace the furthest neighbor if more than 3 neighbors)

for each neighborn in s.neighbors

adds to n.otherneighbors

clusteridid← 0 for each sensors in S

if s.clusterid = 0
clusterid← clusterid + 1
c← savetree(s, clusterid) (see Algorithm 4)
addc to C

return C

Algorithm 3: Find sensor clusters

Algorithm ”Save Tree”
Input: Noden

Output: List of Nodes Belonging to the Same Treel

if not n.marked

setn.marked

addn to l

for each neighbors in n.neighbors

addsavetree(s) to l

for each neighbors in n.otherneighbors

addsavetree(s) to l

return l

Algorithm 4: Saving of neighbor trees.

Algorithm 2 for router placement, the complexity of the
second step isO(ncd

2
m ), where nc is the number of

clusters found on the first step. From this we can see that
the total complexity depends on how the sensor nodes
are deployed. This assessment shows that the cluster
algorithm is faster than the trivial router reuse algorithm.

It is difficult to give an analytical assessment of the
number of routers that can be placed by this algorithm
because the number of routers depends on how the
sensors are deployed. We leave this assessment to our
future work. In the worst case the number of clusters is
equal to the number of sensors and the cluster algorithm
will place the same number of routers as the trivial router
reuse algorithm used on the second step of the cluster
algorithm. We have evaluated both the time complexity
and the number of placed routers by implementing
algorithms (see Section III).

B. Redundant Routes

Solutions obtained by non-redundant router placement
algorithms presented above have full connectivity as long
as all routers are functional. But if one or more routers
fail, large part of the network might fail as shown, for
example, in Figure 4 where a failure of only one router

causes the entire network to break down.

X

Router Sensor Gateway

Fig. 4. One failed router (marked “X”) causes all sensors to be
unable to communicate with the gateway node.

A general approach to improve reliability of a con-
nected sensor network is to add redundant routers so
that each sensor has more than one route to communicate
with the gateway node. We callmutually exclusiveany
routes or paths through the connection graph if the
routes do not share any routers. We can define thelevel
of redundancyof a sensor as the number of mutually
exclusive routes from the sensor to a predefined gateway
node. The level of redundancy of the entire network can
be estimated as the minimum level of redundancy in the
network. We call a router placement solutionk-redundant
is its level of redundency isk, i.e. any sensor has at least
k exclusive (alternative) routes to its gateway node.

The simplest way to achieve ak-redundant solution is
to deployk routers at every position designated by a non-
redundant router placement algorithm. This approach is
simple, fast and straightforward, but in most cases it is
possible to achieve the same level of redundancy with
less number of routers. Figure 5 shows a simple example
in which 5 routers are used in a non-redundant solution
whereas 10 routers are needed for the 2-redundant solu-
tion obtained by placing 2 routers in each of 5 positions.
A better solution that uses 9 routers to achieve the same
level of redundancy in this network is shown in Figure
6. This solution complies well with the observation
reported in [9] that optimal 2-way redundant routes in
connection graphs tend to form rings. Even though only
one router is saved in this example, we can expect that
more routers can be saved in this way in a larger network.

C. Non-trivial Redundant Router Placement

In this section, we propose a redundant router place-
ment algorithm that takes as an input a connected net-
work with routers placed by one of the non-redundant
router placement algorithms presented in Section II-A
and places a number of redundant routers (if necessary)
to achieve a given level of redundancy specified as the
minimum number of exclusive routes between any sensor
and a gateway node.



Fig. 5. Non-optimal re-
dundant solution: all router
nodes are multiplied.

Fig. 6. Better redundant
solution that utilizes other
already placed routers.

The algorithm is comprised of two stages. At the first
stage, it determines and counts the number of mutually
exclusive routes in the connection graph that represents
the given network in order to estimate the level of redun-
dancy in the given network, and whether more routers
need to be added to increase redundancy to the required
level. As a side effect of computing mutually exclusive
routes, the algorithm also checks whether the network is
fully connected (i.e. fully covered by routers) and adds
missing connections if necessary. At the second stage,
if the level of redundancy estimated on the first stage
is lower than required, the algorithm places redundant
routers to achieve the required level of redundancy.

The sub-algorithm that computes mutually exclusive
routes passes two steps. On the first step it transforms
the bidirectional connection graph of the given network
to a unidirectional connection graph in order to simplify
counting of mutually exclusive routes. On the second
step, it computes the maximum flow from each sensor
to the gateway node in order to define the number of
mutually exclusive routes: the maximum flow from a
sensor to its gateway is equal to the number of mutually
exclusive routes from the sensor to the gateway.

For example, Figure 7 shows the 2-reduntant router
placement obtained by our algorithm applied to the
connected network shown in Figure Figure 4. The initial
network was built using the algorithm (Algorithm 2).

Fig. 7. 2-redundant network. Every sensor node has two mutually
exclusive routes to the gateway node.

Next subsections describe the two stages of the redun-
dant router placement algorithm.

1) Stage 1: Computing Maximum Flow in the Connec-
tion Graph: To simplify counting of mutually exclusive
routes the bidirectional connection graph that represents
a given network is transformed to a unidirectional graph.
This transformation is performed by substituting two
routers connected with a unidirectional edge for every
router in the graph so that all incoming edges go to one
of the two routers whereas all outgoing edges start from
the other router as illustrated in Figure 8.

(a) Initial bidirectional
graph.

(b) Resultsing unidirectional
graph.

Fig. 8. Transformation of bidirectional graph to unidirectional graph

Note that every bidirectional connection graph has one
and only one transformation that is unique and does not
depend on the order of traversal.

To compute maximum flow in the unidirectional graph
obtained on the previous step, we use a simplified Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm described in [3], Section 8.2.2.
The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm computes the maximum
flow from a source to a sink in a weighted directed
graph. To apply the algorithm to a unidirectional graph
representing a connected sensor network, the maximum
flow through every connection is set to1 to indicate that
every connection can accommodate one and only one
route. The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is based on finding
paths where more flow can be pushed through, so called
augmenting paths. Forward edges using less than full
capacity and backward edges with flow more than0 can
be used as a path. The graph is traversed in a breadth
first manner, searching for unused paths in the graph.
Since the maximum flow through any edge in our case
is 1 and it is either used or not, the algorithm can be
simplified as follows. The flow between two nodes (e.g.
a sensor and a gateway) is computed as follows.

1 Find a usable path through the graph either by
using an unused path or by using a used edge in
the reverse direction.

2 Mark path as used, whereas edges used in the
reverse direction are marked “unused”.

3 Repeat Step 1 and 2 until no new paths found.
4 Sum the flows in the edges that start at the source
to get the total flow through the graph from the
source to the destination.



Figure 9 shows an example of finding of augmenting
paths between the sources and the destinationd. A path
using flow 1 is found and marked as used (Fig.9(b). Then
a new path is found by using one of the edges backwards
(Fig.9(c). When the path is marked as used, the weight
of the edge used backwards is reduced to 0 (Fig.9(d).
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Fig. 9. Finding Augmenting Paths in a Graph

The algorithm to find augmenting paths in a weighted
unidirectional graph, based on the algorithm in [3],
Section 8.2.1, is shown in Algorithm 5. The simplified
Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm Find Augmenting Path
Input: weighted directed graphG, sources, destinationd
Output: pathπ

for each noden in G

n.visited← false

create FIFO-queueQ
put s into Q

while Q is not empty
get noden from Q

if n = d

build pathπ recursively starting at n.route
return pathπ

n.visited← true

for each edgee to and fromn

if not e.destination.visited and e is forward edgeand e.flow = 0
e.destination.route← e

put e.destination into Q

if not e.source.visited and e is backward edgeand e.flow = 1
e.source.route← e

put e.source into Q

Algorithm 5: Algorithm for finding augmenting paths

2) Stage 2: Redundant Router Placement:After com-
puting the number of mutually exclusive routes, we can
estimate whether the number of routes between a sensor
and the gateway is sufficient to provide the required
level of redundancy, i.e. whether the number of routes
is at least the required level of redundancy. If not, new
exclusive routes are created with the algorithm shown in
Algorithm 7.

Algorithm Maximum Flow
Input: weighted directed graphG, sources, destinationd
Output: maximum flowmaxF low from s to d

for each edgee in G

e.flow ← 0
maxF low ← 0
repeat

traverseG starting ats to find a augmenting pathπ to d, see Algorithm 5
if a pathπ exists then

maxF low ← maxF low + 1
for each edgee in π do

if e is forward edgethen
e.flow ← 1

else
e.flow ← 0

else
stop

Algorithm 6: Simplified Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm

Algorithm Create Redundant Route froms to d

Input: connection graphG, sources, destinationd, gatewayg
Output: connection graphG

R← router nodes inG
S ← sensor nodes inG
sort S by decreasing distance tog
for (i = 0; i < desired level of redundancy;i + +)

for each sensors in S

compute number of routesn from s to g in G using the “Maximum

Flow” algorithm in Algorithm 6
if n ≤ desired redundancy

for each routerr in R

if r is not on same branch in the graph ass

build route froms to r, this can be done in the same way as in

any of the non-redundant algorithms
continue

Algorithm 7: Creating of Redundant Routes

First, the algorithm checks whether the sensors already
have enough connections to satisfy the redundancy re-
quired. This check is performed using the “Maximum
Flow” algorithm (Algorithm 6). Next, if the level of
redundancy must be increased, new connections are
added as follows. The sensor nodes are examined starting
with the node furthest away from the gateway node: if a
node does not have enough connections, a new mutual
exclusive connection is created by to the closest router
that is on the other branch in the graph than the sensor
itself. The actual placement of routers is then done in
the same way as in the non-redundant placement algo-
rithms described in Section II-A. These steps, checking
the number of exclusive routes (redundancy level) and
adding redundant nodes if needed, are repeated for every
sensor node and every level of redundancy required.

3) Analysis of the Algorithm:Based on the rigorous
analysis in [3], Section 8.3, the complexity of the al-
gorithm for finding augmenting paths (Algorithm 5) is



O(ne) wherene is the number of edges in the graph. The
complexity of the simplified Ford-Fulkerson algorithm
(Algorithm 6) depends on the total flowf and on
the number of routersnr because, in the worst case,
the algorithm marks all routers when computing flows.
Based on these observations, we can conclude that the
complexity of the algorithm for computing maximum
flow (Algorithm 6) is O(fnenr). The branch compu-
tation has complexityO(n 2

h ), with nh the maximum
number of hops in the graph. Since the number of edges
ne and number of routersnr always is greater or equal
to the maximum hop countnh the flow computation is
the dominant part. The placement of redundant routers,
using a similar algorithm as the trivial one in Section II-
A.1 needsO(d) steps, whered is the maximum distance
between any two nodes in the graph. SinceO(fnenr) is
a larger factor thanO(d), theO(d) factor can be ignored.

Combining the above results yields a total com-
plexity of the redundant router placement algorithm
of O(rns(fnenr)

r), where r is the required level of
redundancy. Thus, the time needed by the algorithm
increases steeply as the level of redundancy increases.

We leave the analytical assessment of the number
of routers placed by the algorithm to our future work.
Nevertheless we have evaluate the algorithms by imple-
menting them (see Section III).

D. Optimization

A solution obtained by using the router placement al-
gorithms presented above might be not optional as some
of deployed routes might be not needed to achieve full
connectivity and required level of redundancy. Below, we
shortly present two optimization procedures that remove
unnecessary routers still preserving full connectivity and
required level of redundancy in an optimized solution.

In a solution with non-redundant connectivity, some
routes might be longer than necessary and some routers
might be not needed to have a connected and covered
network. To optimize the non-redundant solution, all
sensor nodes are reconnected to a reachable router node
that has as short route to the gateway node as possible.
This procedure is performed for every router. The routers
with only connection to another router node are removed.
This is repeated until no more routers can be removed.

When the routes are created using the redundant
algorithm in Section II-C, more routers than necessary
might be deployed. To find routers that can be removed,
all routers one by one are temporarily removed from the
network. For every removed router, the number of routes
is computed by using the algorithm described in Section

II-C. If all sensors still have enough redundancy, the
router node is permanently removed. The optimization
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm Optimize Connection Graph
Input: connection graphG, sources, destinationd, gatewayg
Output: connection graphG

R← router nodes inG
S ← sensor nodes inG
sort S by decreasing distance tog
for each sensors in S

for each routerr in R

mark r as failed
compute number of routesn from s to g in G using the “Maximum

Flow” algorithm from Algorithm 6.
if n ≤ desired redundancy

mark r as non failed
else

permanently remover

Algorithm 8: Optimization of the Connection Graph

III. E VALUATION

Table I summarizes assessments of complexity and
the number of routers placed for different algorithms
presented in the previous section.

Algorithm Router Nodes Time
Non-Redundant
Trivial O(nsdm) O(nsdm)
Trivial Reuse (few sensors) O(nsd

2

m) O(n2

sd
2

m)
Trivial Reuse (many sensors) O(d2

m) O(nsd
2

m)
Cluster n.a. O(ncd

2

m)
Redundant
Trivial n.a. O(ncd

2

m)
Non-Trivial n.a. O(rns(rnenr)

r)

TABLE I

TIME COMPLEXITY AND THE NUMBER OF PLACED ROUTERS

To verify and evaluate the proposed algorithms, each
algorithm has been implemented as an application. The
varied input parameters in evaluation experiments are the
number of sensors randomly placed on the deployment
area and the required level of redundancy. The measured
parameters are the number of routers deployed and the
execution time. In all evaluation experiments, the router-
to-router communication range is 30 meters; the sensor-
to-router communication range is 15 meters; the area
of deployment is a square of 400 meters. With these
values of input parameters, the area of deployment is
Ad = 160000 m2, and a router to sensor communication
range isAc = 152π m2. As the above values fulfill
the requirement that the router-to-router communication
range is twice the router-to-sensor communication range,



we can use the formula mentioned in Section I to
compute the minimum number of routers that should be
placed to provide connectivity of sensors. The computed
theoretical minimum isAd

Ac

≈ 226 routers.

A. Evaluation of Non-Redundant Placement Algorithms

Figure 10, Table II and Table III show result of evalua-
tion of non-redundant placement algorithms presented in
II-A. The plots depict the number of routers and the com-
putation time as functions of the number of sensors. We
have observed that the results of evaluation of algorithms
without optimization coincide with the analytical assess-
ments shown in Table I. The results in Table II show that
the cluster algorithm without optimization (Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 4) gives the number of deployed routers
which is closest to the theoretical minimum of 226
routers for the given input parameters, whereas the trivial
placement algorithm (Algorithm 1) and the trivial router
reuse algorithm (Algorithm 2) deploy much more routers
than the theoretical minimum. Figure 10(c) shows that
the number of routers has an asymptotic behavior as the
number of sensors increases. This means that there is
a saturation point in increasing the number of sensors
when for a new sensor added beyond this point there
is always at least one route of already deployed routers
connecting the new sensor to the gateway.

Figure 10(d) and Table III show results of evaluation
of non-redundant algorithms with optimization described
in Section II-D. The results show that optimization al-
lows to remove quite a few routers and that the “Cluster”
algorithm is faster than all others. Thus, the cluster
algorithm with optimization is the best choice for non-
redundant optimized placement of routers.

200 Sensors 500 Sensors
Algorithm Routers Time/s Routers Time/s
Trivial 1091 0.069 2713 0.12
Trivial Reuse 248 4.3 458 73
Cluster 199 0.30 237 0.61

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF NON-REDUNDANT NON-OPTIMIZED SOLUTIONS

200 Sensors 500 Sensors
Algorithm Routers Time/s Routers Time/s
Trivial 215 1.8 275 11
Trivial Reuse 145 4.7 223 79
Cluster 140 0.69 187 1.9

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF NON-REDUNDANT OPTIMIZED SOLUTIONS
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(d) Comparison of non-redundant algorithms with optimization

Fig. 10. Results of Evaluation of Non-Redundant Placement Algo-
rithms (Plots show the number of placed routers and the computation
time as functions of the number of sensors)

B. Evaluation of the Redundant Placement Algorithm

Figure 11(a) and Table IV show results of evalu-
ation of the redundant placement algorithm described
in Section II-C for different level of redundancy and
different number of sensors. Figure 11(a) indicates that
our redundant placement algorithm scales better than a
trivial redundant placement algorithm in turms of the
number of placed routers. Figure 11(a) shows also that
the computation time increases steeply as the level of
redundancy increases as predicted in Section II-C.3.

Figure 11(b) and Table V show results of evaluation
of the redundant placement algorithm with optimiza-
tion that reduces the number of routers still preserving
connectivity and required level of redundancy. We can
see from Table V that after optimization the number
of routers is lower than in the non-optimized redun-



dant solution (compare with Table IV) for the cost of
increased computation time. Figure 11(b) also depicts
performance of the redundant router placement algorithm
with optimization. The computation time of the algo-
rithm increases steeply as the redundancy level increases.
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(b) Redundant placement with optimization

Fig. 11. Results of Evaluation of the Redundant Placement Algo-
rithm.

200 Sensors 500 Sensors
Redundancy Routers Time/s Routers Time/s

1 140 0.69 187 1.9
2 279 2.1 387 6.9
3 405 6.3 562 24
4 529 14 742 53

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF REDUNDANT NON-OPTIMIZED SOLUTIONS

200 Sensor Nodes 500 Sensor Nodes
Redundancy Router Nodes Time/s Router Nodes Time/s

1 140 0.69 187 1.9
2 217 14.9 323 59
3 330 69 484 170
4 436 160 665 410

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF REDUNDANT OPTIMIZED SOLUTIONS

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented algorithms for non-redundant and
redundant router placement in wireless sensor networks.
The non-redundant placement algorithms deploy routers
to achieve full connectivity of the network, whereas the
redundant placement algorithm adds redundant routers

to a non-redundant solution in order to achieve required
level of redundancy for reliability. We have proposed two
optimizing procedures that allow reducing the number of
routers preserving the full connectivity and the required
level of redundancy. We have shown the complexity
of the algorithms and the number of deployed routers
(Table I). We have verifyed and evaluated the algorithms.
Evaluation results show that the cluster algorithm with
optimization performs better than other non-redundant
placement algorithms. The cluster algorithm should be
used to obtain initial router placement for the redundant
router placement algorithm.

Our future work includes extending the proposed
algorithms to the 3-dimensional case; taking in to ac-
count other parameters such as the network latency (or
propagation delay), constraints on router placement.
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